The excitation spectrum of the antiferromagnetic spin--Heisenberg Hamiltonian H=QJS;. S, on L XL lattices is evaluated by a projector quantum Monte Carlo method. These results suggest that the exact spectrum for the finite lattice is tok-Z(L)toi, , for all k, where rois =4JS+1 -yz with Zl, =(cosk"+cosk")/2 is from linear-spin-wave theory. We find Z(L) = Z~+B /L', leading to ZE = 1.21+0.03 for L = 00. A comparison with experiments on La2Cu04 is discussed.
H=gJS S,, J&0, (ij ) has been extensively studied recently. ' ' However, there remains considerable uncertainty about the excitation spectrum for (1).
The most common approximation to (1}is linear-spinwave (SW) theory, ' which for one dimension (1D} leads to
To calculate the eigenstates of (I), we use the quantum projector Monte Carlo' ' (PMC} method for finite L XL lattices and extrapolated to L = 00. The basic idea of the PMC method is to start with trial functions p, l(t (not orthogonal to the ground state) and to apply the projector exp( -rH ) on P for a sufficient time r such that the wave function exp( rH}P -is a good approximation to the ground-state wave function. The ground-state energy is then computed as E(0)=(qIHe '~lg)!(&Ie (6a) and the excitation energy is computed as (ylR ( -k)H.
-R (k) I y) &glR( -k)e-' R(k)ly& (6b) where the R(k} operator projects out the states with definite momentum k from a mixed wave function. Takahashi has used such a momentum operator in 1D. ' Here we extend it to the 2D case yk = [ cos(k"a )+ cos(ksa )]/2 .
(3b) R(k)=g (S; -S)e'"', For the one-dimensional case, the exact spectrum is solved by using the Bethe ansatz, ' 
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The calculated ground-state energy density (energy per Fig. 2(a) (2), ' and -0.6693(2) . ' 
where n n ((L are integers. This is still much larger than Ak/L . ]
The above analysis also suggest that Z(L, k) has little dependence on k, i.e. , Z (L, k ) 
where yk is given in (3b 
